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What is IELTS?

• Language proficiency test (skills based)

• Assesses English language ability of people 

who intend to study or work where English 
is the language of communication

• Assesses four language skills: Speaking, 

Listening, Reading, Writing

• Results reported as scores on a scale from 
1 (the lowest) to 9(the highest).



Why take IELTS?

It is widely accepted

• Accepted in over 9,000 organisations in 140 countries, including 

3,000 in the USA

• Accepted by universities in the UK, Australia and New Zealand and 

most universities in Canada

• Accepted by immigration authorities in Australia, Canada, NZ & the 
UK



Which IELTS test for you?

IELTS Academic 

• for test takers wishing to study at undergraduate or postgraduate 

levels, and for those seeking professional registration.

IELTS General Training 

• for test takers wishing to migrate to an English-speaking country 

(Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK). And for those wishing to train 

or study at below degree level.

Each organization sets its own entry requirements. In some cases, 

both Academic or General Training may be accepted. If you are in 

doubt as to which to take, you should contact the organization you 

are applying to in order to check their requirements.



Reasons for taking IELTS (from BC Cairo students)… and their target scores. 

• To practice dentistry in the UK
• Score needed? 
• 7

• To register to the General Medical Counsel
• Score needed?
• 7.5

• Applying for Masters in the UK
• Score needed?
• 7 w 7.5 in Writing

• Applying for Undergraduate study in Australia
• Score needed?
• 6.5

• Applying for Diploma at American University in Cairo
• Score needed?
• 7

• Applying for immigration to Australia
• Score needed?
• 8

What is clear from this sample?
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• People taking the IELTS test do so for a range of reasons
• The Academic test is more commonly taken than the General test
• Bands 6.5 and 7.0 are common target scores

How many candidates get the score they need?
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Let’s look at how to get your target score

• Briefly: Listening and Reading

• In more detail: Speaking and Writing
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Listening

Format

• 4 sections, 10 questions each

• Increase in difficulty through the 

test

• Variety of native-speaker accents: 

US, Canadian, British, Australian

Main Skills Targeted

• Understanding main ideas and 

specific information

• Following the development of 

an argument

• Recognizing opinions of a 

speaker



Challenges of the Listening Test
• Following native speech
• Listening, reading, thinking simultaneously 
• Recognising the information you need
• Keeping up with the questions

Ways of overcoming those challenges
• Ensure you are comfortable listening to 

native speech by regularly listening to 
podcasts and radio broadcasts

• Increase your vocabulary in a range of fields 
by recording useful vocabulary and 
returning to it

• Familiarise with the test by doing practice 
tests

Getting your target score 



Reading

Skills assessed

• Identifying main ideas and supporting information

• Understanding relationships between ideas in a text

• Being able to use different reading approaches (skimming, 

scanning, closer reading) when reading

• Dealing with unknown vocabulary 



Focus on Reading
Challenges of the Reading Test
• Dealing with challenging texts from a range of 

fields
• Having limited time
• Knowing when to move onto the next question
• Range of question types

Ways of overcoming those challenges
• Ensure you are comfortable reading challenging 

texts by regularly reading specialist magazines and 
longer news articles

• Read in fields other than your own 
• Increase your vocabulary
• Familiarise with the test by doing practice tests

Getting your target score 
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on more abstract issues
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Focus on Speaking
What you are scored on
• Fluency and coherence 

• Fluency = speed of speech and pausing
• Coherence = the ability to develop answers and connect ideas

• Tips 
• Speaking quickly is not speaking fluently. Aim to speak at a pace that 

you find comfortable
• Pause before answering to give you time to formulate your response

Getting your target score 



Focus on Speaking
What you are scored on
• Lexical resource 

• Accuracy and range of vocabulary 
• Accuracy = using the right terms and expressions
• Range = using a sufficient range of vocabulary to deal with a 

range of topics

• Tips
• When you don’t know a word, find another way to express it
• Don’t try to force high level vocabulary

Getting your target score 



Focus on Speaking
What you are scored on
• Grammatical range and accuracy 

• Accuracy = using grammar correctly
• Range = using a sufficient range of grammar to express meaning

• Tips 
• The examiner is not listening out for errors but looking for evidence 

that your grammar allows you flexibility of expression. So focus on 
demonstrating that rather than avoiding mistakes.

• Careful not to only use simple grammatical structures (we often do 
this in everyday speech) 

Getting your target score 



Focus on Speaking
What you are scored on
• Pronunciation

• Consists of:
• individual word pronunciation
• linked speech sounds
• sentence stress
• intonation (rising and falling)

• Tips
• Your accent is not assessed so no need to try to sound American or 

British. 
• Speaking clearly and with expression is a good way to demonstrate 

your pronunciation 
• You will be nervous but try to avoid speaking too quickly 

Getting your target score 



Focus on Speaking
What you are scored on
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Focus on Speaking
Challenges of the Speaking Test
• Coming face to face with your examiner
• Demonstrating what you are capable of in 15 

minutes
• Focusing on the wrong things

Ways of overcoming those challenges
• Speak with people who challenge your speaking 

ability
• Seek opportunities to speak in unfamiliar settings
• Do practice tests with IELTS App or with a study 

partner
• Watch examples of high level candidates on 

youtube

Getting your target score 



Focus on Writing

Getting your target score 



Focus on Writing
What you are scored on
• Task Achievement

• Have you completed the task fully? Have you reached the minimum 
word count?For Task 2: Is there a clear position throughout your 
essay?

• Tips:
• For Task 1

• don’t add your opinion + don’t try to describe everything
• For Task 2

• Introduce different viewpoints, not just your own
• Ensure you give a final answer to the question 
• Practice writing different essay types: Do the advantages of ‘X’ 

outweigh the disadvantages? Discuss both views and give your 
opinion. To what extent do you agree or disagree? Identify the 
causes and solutions of x.

Getting your target score 



Focus on Writing
What you are scored on
• Cohesion and Coherence

• Cohesion = how ideas in a text are connected
• Coherence = how ideas in a text are organised

• Tips
• Show how your ideas relate to one another using a range of ‘cohesive 

devices’ like ‘linking words’ to connect ideas and ‘pronouns’ to refer 
to ideas in other parts of your essay

• Use a study partner to give you feedback on these aspects (they are 
often difficult to notice in your own writing)

• Read good quality writing 
• Try editing someone else’s writing

Getting your target score 



Focus on Writing
What you are scored on
• Lexical Resource

• Range = the range of vocabulary you are able to use
• Complexity = the level of vocabulary you are able to use 
• Accuracy/Appropriacy = using the right word in the right way with the 

right spelling

• Tips
• Rather than repeating words, try to use synonyms, e.g. ‘discuss’, 

‘argue’, ‘debate’ can all be synonyms of ‘talk about’
• Try to demonstrate you are able to high level vocabulary, e.g. ‘a big 

group’ could be changed to ‘a significant number of people’. But 
remember not to use vocabulary you are not familiar with

Getting your target score 



Focus on Writing
What you are scored on
• Grammatical range and accuracy 

• Range = the range of grammar you are able to use
• Complexity = the level of grammar you are able to use 
• Accuracy/Appropriacy = using the right grammar structures in the 

right way

• Tips
• Ensure you use a range of grammatical structures

• E.g. in Task 1 use different tenses, e.g. present perfect
• E.g. in Task 2: use different sentence structures, e.g. Although…

• Get someone to check your writing for grammatical mistake. “Now 
and again” is okay but “frequent” is not. Errors which impact 
understanding are penalised more heavily. 

Getting your target score 
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Focus on Writing
Challenges of the Writing Test
• Knowing the requirements of the tasks
• Producing good quality writing under pressure 
• Demonstrating awareness of a reader’s needs
• Getting the level of formality right

Ways of overcoming those challenges
• Attend an IELTS preparation course
• Practice Task 1s and Task 2s
• For Task 2, plan with a study partner then write 

alone
• Exchange your writing with a study partner and 

give each other feedback 
• Compare your writing with a model

Getting your target score 
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Focus on Writing continued
Online sources of Writing support
• IELTS official website: https://ielts.org
• IELTS Buddy: https://www.ieltsbuddy.com/ielts-band-7.html
• IELTS Advantage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOBD9iNjeCU
• Fastrack Education: https://fastrackedu.thinkific.com/
• IELTS Practice: http://www.ielts-practice.org/category/band-7-essay-

samples/
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Recap 
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How the British Council can help you



Ways in which the British Council can help



Questions?
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Thank you for listening

Simon.dawson@britishcouncil.org.eg
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